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1. INTRODUCTION 
In an earlier paper with Peter Cameron [3] the authors determined a 
formula for the maximum length of a chain of subgroups in the symmetric 
groups. Here we prove the corresponding result for groups of Lie type in 
characteristic 2. 
DEFINITION. (1) A subgroup chain C of length m = e(C) in a finite 
group G is a strictly descending chain 
G=G,>G,> ... >G,= 1 
(2) For a finite group G, 
e(G)=max{e(C):CisasubgroupchaininG}. 
The interest of the authors in the function e(G) arose from the following 
theorem of Turull on fixed point free actions. 
THEOREM [ 111. Let A he a finite group of operators on the solvable 
finite group G such that (IAl, [Cl)= 1 = IC,(A)I. Assume that for every 
proper subgroup B of A and every B-invariant section S of G such that B acts 
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irreducibly on S, there is u E S with C,(u) = C,(S). Then h(G) 6 ((A), where 
h(G) is the Fitting height of G. Moreover given A, there are (infinitery many) 
G’s satisfying the above hypotheses with h(G) = [(A). 
DEFINITION. For G,(k) a finite simple split BN pair of rank r with Bore1 
subgroup B, the parabolic length of G,(k) is 
/,(G)=/(B)+r. 
Remark. If C is any maximal chain in G,(k) passing through B, then 
t(C)=/,(G). 
THEOREM 1. Let G,(k) be a finite simple split BN pair of rank r defined 
over a field of characteristic 2. Then 
&(G,(k)) = en(Gr(k)) if G,(k) z ~,,+,(2) 
eAG,(k)) +1 if G,(k) g Uzr+ 16’). 
The exceptional nature of UZr+ ,(2) arises in the solvable group 
U,(2) g (H, x Z,)Qs and propagates upward. A chain of maximal length 
for U 2r+ ,(2) passes through the maximal parabolic with Levi complement 
GU(2r - 1,2). 
The complicated arithmetic of prime divisors of orders of tori in groups 
of Lie type in odd characteristic precludes the validity of a correspondingly 
simple result in odd characteristic. 
For example, it is easy to see from the list of maximal subgroups of 
PSL(2, p”) that, except when p”~ {5,7, 11, 19,29}, a chain of maximum 
length in PSL(2, p”) may be chosen to pass either through a Bore1 
subgroup or through a maximal torus of order p” + 1. The latter case 
occurs, for instance, in PSL(2, 3 1). This is by no means an exceptional 
fluke. Indeed Turull and Zame prove the following result in [ 121. 
THEOREM. Let n, 1 n, 1 . . 1 n, be distinct positive integers. Let k > 0. Then 
there exists a prime p such that 
e( PSL(2, p”‘)) > e,( PSL(2, p”‘)) + k for all odd i. 
and 
L(PSL(2, P”‘)) = G,(PSL(2, P”‘)) for all even i. 
However, in a forthcoming paper [9], Seitz and the authors will prove 
the following “asymptotic” version of Theorem 1, using another result of 
Turull and Zame [12]. 
481:132/l-12 
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THEOREM. Let p be a prime and r a positive integer. There exists a 
positive integer F( p, r) such that for any finite simple split BN pair G,(k) of 
rank r defined over a field k = GF( p”) with m 3 F( p, r), we have 
[(G,(k)) = e,(Gr(k)). 
For the proof of Theorem 1, we require the following easy observations 
about the / function. 
DEFINITION. Q(n) denotes the number of prime divisors of n counting 
multiplicity. 
LEMMA 1.1. (a) If N is a normal subgroup of G, then 
t(G) = t(N) + /(G/N). 
(b) Zf IG/ =n, then e(G)<Q(n) <log,(n) and e(G) =Q(n) if G is 
solvable. 
Proof See [3, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.21. 
We conclude with a general lemma needed for the proof of Theorem 1. 
The proof was suggested to us by D. Testerman. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let G = G(k) be a group of Lie type over a field k. Let P, 
and P, be parabolic subgroups of G with unipotent radicals U, and Uz. Then 
U,cU, ifandonly if P,gP,. 
Proof: Let n = {r ], . . . . rk} be a set of simple roots in a root system for 
G. Let J be the subset of { 1, 2, . . . . k} such that P, = BW,B for some Bore1 
subgroup B of G. Let I/ be an irreducible kc-module with highest weight 
,I = C a,Ai, where a, = 0 if and only if iE J. By S. Smith [lo], we see that 
VU1 is l-dimensional. Moreover if P, c PT s G, then Smith also implies that 
Vu’ is not Pf-invariant. Hence P, = N,( Vu’). As U, E U,, we have (0) # 
VU2~ Vul. But then VU2 = Vu1 is P,-invariant and so P, s N,( V”‘) = P,. 
2. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We first see how the bound can be attained via 2-local subgroups in a 
fairly general situation. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a finite group and assume that S is a normal sub- 
group of G which is a quasi-simple group of Lie type in characteristic two 
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and rank r. Let U be a Sylow 2-subgroup of S, B = N,(U), s = 1 if S/Z(S) N 
UZr+ ,(2) and s = 0 otherwise, and 
I = Z(B) + r + s + I( G/S). 
Then one of the following holds. 
(1) There exists Q a non-normal 2-subgroup of G such that 
l(NJQ)) 2 I- 1, or 
(2) S # G and there exist Q, and Q2 non-normal 2-subgroups of G 
with Q, = Q2, 
and 
[G:NdQ,)l, = 2 
Qi= G(N,(Qi)) and 4No(Q;)) 2 I- 2, for i=l,2. 
Proof Assume false. Let G be a counterexample of minimum order. Let 
P be any maximal parabolic subgroup of S such that P/O,(P) ‘v GU,,- ,(2) 
if S/Z(S) N UZr+l (2). By induction applied to the simple composition 
factors of P, and noting the corresponding statements for L,(2) 2: S3 and 
U,(2) N (Z, x Z,)CI,, and using Lemma 1.1, we see that 
I(P)>I(B)+r+s- 1. 
If G = SNo(P), then G/S N N,(P)/P and 
l(N,(P))BI(B)+r+s+l(G/S)-1, 
so that setting Q = O,(P), we obtain a contradiction. 
Now we may assume that G # SN, (P) for any admissible choice of P. 
Hence S # G, S is of type A, (r > 2), B,, or F4 and G induces some graph 
automorphism on S. Furthermore [G: SN,(P)] = 2 and 
l(No(P)) > I(B) + r + s + /(G/S) - 2. 
In each case we can find a parabolic P,, maximal in some maximal 
parabolic subgroup P, such that P, is invariant under some graph 
automorphism of S. Now, since G = SN,(P,), 
/(NAP,,)) 3 l(B) + r + s + t’(G/S) - 2. 
Hence setting Q, =O,(No(P)) and Q2= O,(N,(P,)), we see, by 
Lemma 1.2, that Q, n SC Q, n S. For i= 1,2, Qin C,(S) = O,(C,(S)), so 
the result follows from the structure of parabolic subgroups. 
Our work is greatly facilitated by theorems of Aschbacher [ 11, Liebeck 
[6], Liebeck and Sax1 [S] (as modified by a private communication from 
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Liebeck [7]), and Kleidman [S]. We extract what is necessary for us in 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a finite simple group of Lie type defi‘ned over a field 
of characteristic 2. Suppose that M is a maximal subgroup of G with 
[MI > 1 UI, where U is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Then one of the following 
holds : 
(1) M is a maximal parabolic subgroup of G. 
(2) There exists L 3 M with L a quasi-simple group of Lie type defined 
over a field of characteristic two or L r U,(2) or SU,(2). 
(3) G is a simple classical group with natural projective module V of 
dimension n over F= GF(q), q = 2” (over GF(q’) if F is unitary) and 
(a) M is the stabilizer of an orthogonal decomposition of V into 
isometric subspaces, or 
(b) M is the stabilizer of a decomposition of V as a tensor product of 
isometric subspaces, or 
(c) M is Alt(c) or Sym(c) and nE {c- 1, c-2}, or 
(d) G = PSL(n, q) or PSU(n, q) and either 
(i) M=N,(K), h w ere K is an extension field of F of index n and 
n is prime, or 
(ii). M= No(R), h w ere n = pk is a power of the odd prime p and R 
is an extraspecial group of order p2k f ’ and exponent p contained in G = 
SL(n, q) or SU(n, q) with Z(R) s Z(G). 
(e) 
(f) 
(8) 
(h) 
(i) 
ci) 
(k) 
(4)(a) 
(b) 
(cl 
G N L,(2) and M 2: A7, or 
G N U,(2) and MN M,, or U,(3).2, or 
G- U,(2) and ME 3y2: 2A,, or 
GE U,(2) and Me S, x 3’++‘:2A,, or 
G N L,(d), or 
G 2: L,(4) and M= 3’:Q,, or 
G N S,(2)’ and MN 3’:4. 
G N G,(4) and ME J,, or 
G N’ F,(2)’ and MN L,(3).2 or L,(25), or 
G N’ E,(2) and MN Fi(22). 
Proof: Assume false and let G and M provide a counterexample. By 
Liebeck and Sax1 [S] and Liebeck [7], if G is exceptional, then (l), (2), 
or (4) holds for M. So G is a simple classical group with natural projective 
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module V of dimension n over F= GF(q), q=2”. By Theorem 4.2 in 
Liebeck [6], since IMI > IUI, and neither (3)(c) nor (2) hold, one of the 
following holds. 
(i) M is of Aschbacher type, or 
(ii) [MI < q2n+4. 
Assume first that (ii) holds. Since IMI > I UI, it follows that n < 6 if 
G N PSL(n, q) and n < 10 otherwise. Kleidman [S] has enumerated all the 
maximal subgroups of all the classical groups of dimension at most 11. 
Now inspecting Kleidman’s lists, we find only the following exceptional 
cases. 
0) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
(viii) 
‘46 = J53(4), 
A, = J%@), 
J52(11) = U,(2)> 
w31.2 = u,(2), 
M22 = u,(2)> 
J3 = U,(2), 
L2(19) c ~d2)~ 
b(l7) = &(2). 
(iii) and (vi)-(viii) do not satisfy IMI > I UI, A, N S,(2)’ so that (i) does 
not hold, and the other possibilities are (3)(e)-(f). Hence M is of 
Aschbacher type. 
We use the notation of Aschbacher [l]. If M is of type (C,), then one 
of (l), (2), (3)(g), or (3)(h) holds. If M is of type (C,l), then (3)(a) holds. 
If M is of type (C,3), CC,), (CJ, or (C,), then (2) or (3)(i)-(k) holds. If 
M is of type (C,), then (2) holds unless n is prime and k is an extension 
field of F of index n. As n is prime, necessarily G CL: PSL(n, q) or PSU(n, q) 
and (3)(d)(i) holds. If M is of type (C,) then (3)(d)(ii) holds. Finally if M 
is of type (C,) then (3)(b) holds. This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We are now ready to prove Theorem 1. Assume 
the theorem is false and let G = G,.(K) be a counterexample of minimum 
order. We set s = 1 if G N U,, + ,(2), s = 0 otherwise and 
l=I(lq+r+s. 
We split the proof into a series of lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.3. There exists a maximal subgroup M of G with Z(M) 2 1 and 
IMI > I UI, where U is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
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Proof By Lemma 2.1, Z(G) 2 1. Hence Z(G) > 1, and there exists some 
maximal subgroup M of G with Z(M) > 1. If [Ml < ) UI then, by Lemma 1.1, 
Z(M) < x( IMI ) < Z(V). But Z(U) < Z(B) < Z, and we obtain a contradiction. 
Hence lM\ > 1 UI, and the lemma holds. 
LEMMA 2.4. Zf P is a 2-local subgroup of G, the Z(P) < Z- I. 
Proof: By the Borel-Tits Theorem [2], P is contained in some maximal 
parabolic subgroup P*. Let U* be the unipotent radical of P*. The P*/U* 
has Lie rank r - 1. Moreover P*/U* has a composition factor isomorphic 
to U2kfl (2) only if G II U,, + 1 and in any case P*/U* has at most one such 
factor. Using induction and checking the formula for L,(2), and U,(2), 
together with Lemma 2.1, yield 
z(P*)<z- 1. 
Since Z(P) < Z(P*), the result follows. 
LEMMA 2.5. A4 does not contain as a normal subgroup any quasi-simple 
group of Lie type defined over a field of characteristic two. 
ProoJ Assume false. Let S 4 A4 be a quasi-simple group of Lie type in 
characteristic two and rank r’. By induction 
Z(M) = I( M/S) + Z( B,) + r’ + s’, 
where B, is a Bore1 subgroup of S, and s’ = 1 if S/Z(S) 2: Uzr, + i(2) and 
s’ =0 otherwise. If Q is a non-normal 2-subgroup of M such that 
W,+,(Q)) 2 4W - 1, then NM(Q) is a non-maximal 2-local and, by 
Lemma 2.4, Z(N,(Q)) < I- 2. It follows that Z(M) 6 Z- 1, a contradiction. 
Hence no such Q exists, and by Lemma 2.1, S # M and there exist Qi and 
Q, non-normal 2-subgroups of M with Qr c Q2, [M:N,(Q,)], = 2, and 
Qi=O,(N,(Qi))andz(N,(Qi))~‘(M)-2, for i= 1, 2. 
From the above, it follows that Z(NM(Qi)) 2 I- 2. 
By the Borel-Tits Theorem [2], NM(Qi) c P,, where Pi is a parabolic 
subgroup of G and Qi E O,(P,). Since M is not a parabolic subgroup of G, 
we see that M does not contain a Bore1 subgroup of G and ZVM(Qi) c Pi. 
Since Z(Pi) < I- 1 by Lemma 2.4, and Z(NM(Qi)) k I- 2, it follows that 
N,t,M(Qi) is a maximal subgroup of Pi and Z(Pi) = Z - 1 and 
Z(NM(Qi)) = Z- 2. Let Uj= O,(P,). 
If U1 tZ-N,(Ql), then PI= u,N,(Q,) and IU,/U,nN,(Q,)l =L 
whence [P,: NM(Q,)] = 2 and, since [M: N,&Q1)lz= 2, A4 contains a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G and M is parabolic, a contradiction. Hence U1 E 
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N,(Q,) and U, =Qr. It follows that Q, = U,CQ,~ U2= O,(P,). But 
now Q, c Q2, I(P,) = Z(P,) = l- 1, and Qi= O,(P,) contradict Lemma 1.2. 
Hence the lemma holds. 
LEMMA 2.6. M does not satisfy (3)(a), (b), or (c) of Lemma 2.2. 
Proof Suppose first that M satisfies (3)(c). We know that 
3n+5 
I(&+,)+ I<------- 
2 ’ 
and 
n(n-2)+n-1 n*-2 
ztl(B)+r>4 -=- 
2 4 . 
Since M is isomorphic to a subgroup of S,,+ Z, this is a contradiction 
if n z 8. By Lemma 2.4, Lemma 2.5 and the structure of Alt,. for 
c E { 3,4, 5, 6, 8}, we see that c I$ { 3, 4, 5, 6, 8). In particular n > 4. If n is 
odd, then G is linear or unitary and 
n(n-l)+n-1 n*-1 
z>1(B)+r>2 -=- 
2 2 ’ 
which yields a contradiction if n E { 5, 7). Hence n = 6 and c = 7, but this 
also yields a contradiction. Hence (3)(c) does not hold. 
Suppose now that M stabilizes V= V, 1 V, I ... I V,, an orthogonal 
decomposition of V into isometric subspaces of dimension one. Then G is 
linear or unitary and we have with E = f 1, 
4W 6 nQh*m+, ) + Its,) 
and 
Zal(B)+rB 
mn(n-l)+n-1 (mn+l)(n-1) -= 
2 2 2 . 
If n = 2 then G 2: PSL(2,2”) and M is dihedral of order 2(2” - 1), so that 
Z(M) <m < I(B), a contradiction. If I(Z,,+,) > m - 1, then G is unitary, 
m = 1, and n 24, but this yields a contradiction. Hence n > 3 and 
4H *,,,+J < m - 1. Now we obtain 
Z(M)<nm+i-S, 
which yields a contradiction. 
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Suppose now that G is linear or unitary and M stabilizes 
V= V, I...1 V,. or V= VI@ ... @V,., with the V:s isometric, ~32, and 
dim( V,) = k 2 2. Suppose first that G is unitary and m = 1. Then 
n2- 1 
1(B)+r>7 
L 
and 
this yields c = 2 and k = 2, which in turn 
I(Z,+,) <m- 1, where E= 1 if G is linear 
Hence, for G linear or unitary, we have 
yield a contradiction. Hence 
and E = -1 is G is unitary. 
and 
I(M)<c mk(k- 1) 
> 
3c-1 
2 
+k(m-l)+k-1 +-- 
2 
1. 
But this yields a contradiction. 
Thus G is symplectic or orthogonal and M stabilizes V= V, I . . I V, 
or V = V, @ . . . @ V,, with the V,‘s isometric, c > 2, and dim( V, ) = 2k > 2, 
since the isometry group of VI is symplectic or orthogonal. We have 
I(B)+rZmi i-1 +3-l 
( > 
and 
3c- 1 
f(M)<c(mk2+k(m-l)+k)+--1. 
This yields a contradiction and completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.7. M does not satisfy (3)(d)(i) of Lemma 4.2. 
Proof: Assume false. Then I(M) 6 Z(Z,z,. ~ I ) + 1 6 2mn and I(B) + r > 
mn(n - 1)/2. Thus we obtain n < 5. Since n is prime, it remains to consider 
G 2: L,(q), L,(q), or U,(q). If G = L,(q), then 
I(M)dI(Z2m.~,)+ 1 Gmn 
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and if follows that G + L,(q). If G 21 L,(q), then M is dihedral of order 
2(2” + 1) and I(M) < 1 + (m - 1) = m. Finally if G N U,(q), 
4~)dl(c/-,.l )+1<2m+1<3m, 
and we are done. 
LEMMA 2.8. M does not satisfy (3)(d)(ii) of Lemma 2.2. 
Proof. Assume false. As Z(R) c Z(G), we have 
N,(R) z (W(R)) x &@k PI. 
Thus 
l(M) < 2k + k2 + k(k + 1) log,(p). 
As q > 2 when G is linear, we have I(B) B p”( pk - 1)/2 + 1 and 
I(B)+r>Pk(Pk-1)+1+*=P2k+1 
2 2 2 
This now yields k = 1 and p = 3, where A4 s EQ xl SL(2,3). Hence Z(M) d 6 
and, since PSU,(2) is solvable, 
3(3 - 1) 
1(B)+r3 2 p-2+1=77. 
The lemma follows. 
LEMMA 2.9. Theorem 1 holds. 
Proof: By Lemmas 2.2-2.8, we are reduced to 10 special cases which we 
compute one by one with some help from the Atlas [4]. We list the 
relevant results in the folowing table: 
Case G I M l(M) 
U)(e) 
(f) 
(8) 
(h) 
6) 
0’) 
(k) 
(4)(a) 
(b) 
(cl 
L,(2) 
U,(2) 
U,(2) 
U,(2) 
L,(4) 
L,(4) 
S,(2)’ 
G,(4) 
*F.,(2)’ 
2&(2) 
9 A, 6 
19 M,, or u,(3) ‘2 10or 11 
9 3’,‘2:2A, 7 
15 S, x73:+‘:2A, 9 
4 3or2 
9 3*:Q, 5 
5 32:4 4 
16 J, 10 
13 L,(3)2 or L,(25) 9 or 6 
41 Fi(22) 21 
Since in every case I(M) < 1, this yields a final contradiction and completes 
the proof of Theorem 1. 
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